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§06 ✴文構造  

403 I took the woman’s advice and looked for work (      ). 

①being paid on the hour  

②paid by the hour  

③got paid for the hour  

④get paid with the hour  〈法政大〉 

404 What you have just said (      ) a wonderful experience I 

had a few years ago. 

①I am just reminded of ②I am remembered about 

③remembers me to ④reminds me of 〈東京歯科大〉 

405 You should be (      ) that smoking is no longer permitted on 

campus. 

①allowed ②alive ③aware ④affected 〈甲南大〉 

406 All the decisions made by the committee seem to have in 

some way (      ) by the policies the board had established. 

①influence ②were influenced 

③influential ④to influence 

⑤been influenced  〈金沢医科大〉 

407 (      ) objection on the part of the committee. 

①There was no ②I had never 

③It is any  ④They get to 〈駒澤大〉 

408 On the moon, (      ) air because the moon's gravitational 

field is too weak to retain an atmosphere.  

①there is no ②where no ③no ④of no 〈大阪経済大〉 
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409 (      ) you have your own child that you understand what 

love is. 

①When  ②It is not until  

③Whether ④It is time for 〈大阪経済大〉 

410 The famous company (      ) by the local government went 

bankrupt last month.  

①run ②is run ③running ④was run 〈跡見学園女子大〉 

411  All you need (     ) courage. 

①be ②is ③are ④do  〈松山大〉 

412 The greater (      ) mechanical advantage of a machine, the 

more it amplifies the power applied to it. 

①being a  ②being the  ③that a  

④that the  ⑤the  〈北里大〉 

413 (      ) that firefighters will leave the burning building when 

they find themselves in serious danger. 

①Our assumption ②We are assumed 

③Assuming ④It is assumed 〈北里大〉 

414 The only limitations we have are the ones (      ) us, first by 

others and then by ourselves. 

①that puts ②having put  

③putting on ④put on 〈愛知医科大〉 

415 (      ) you have your own child that you understand what 

love is. 

①When  ②It is not until 

③Whether ④It is time for 〈大阪経済大〉 


